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ABSTRACT
Introduction
Peak expiratory flow measurement is a simple measure of
respiratory capacity to diagnose airflow obstruction and monitor
treatment response in patients with pulmonary diseases. But there
is wide diurnal variability in its values. The objectives of this study
was to determine the diurnal variability of peak expiratory flow rate
in healthy adults.

Methods
This cross-sectional study was done in employees of Kathmandu
Medical College, Duwakot between March to August 2020. A total of
74 subjects of 30-45 years were included in the study. After adequate
training, subjects were asked to record their own peak expiratory flow
five times a day by Mini-Wright peak flow meter. Diurnal variability
was expressed as amplitude percent mean and standard deviation
percent mean. Data analysis was done by student’s unpaired t-test
and one-way ANOVA.

Results
The mean peak expiratory flow rate (in L/min) were lowest in morning
(male: 478.75±45.91; female: 362.86±20.51) followed by progressive
rise throughout the day and highest at evening (male: 531.88 ±43.95;
female: 415.71±20.97) with slight fall at bedtime (male: 486.88±46.38;
female: 362.86±20.51). The difference in peak expiratory flow rate at
different time periods was statistically significant in both males and
females (p<0.001). The diurnal variability as calculated by amplitude
percent mean and standard deviation percent mean were found to
be significantly higher in females (p=0.001 and 0.004 respectively).
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Conclusion
There is a variation of peak expiratory flow rate recorded during
different time points of the day in healthy adults.
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INTRODUCTION

P

eak expiratory flow rate (PEFR) is defined as
the maximum rate at which a person can blow
exhaled air after taking a deep inspiration.
There is variation in PEFR values throughout day
and night which follows a specific pattern of lowest
at early morning and highest at evening. This diurnal
variation is seen in healthy individuals and more
pronounced in people with asthma.1,2 This variability
in peak expiratory flow has been indicated as a
marker of bronchial hyper-reactivity.3

The measurement of airflow by PEFR is relatively
a simple and easy procedure to evaluate the
pulmonary function.4 A diurnal variation of 20% or
more has been regarded as the diagnostic criteria
by the National Heart Lung and Blood Institute.5
Diurnal changes occurs in close relation with body
temperature, oxygen consumption and carbon
dioxide production. But these factors could not fully
explain the diurnal variation of ventilation.6
Most of these studies are done in patient population
and adequate data is not available about the diurnal
variation in normal individuals in our settings. For
understanding etio-pathology of airway diseases it
is important to study the variations in airway caliber
in healthy subjects. Therefore, the aim of this study
is to evaluate the pattern of diurnal variation of PEFR
in healthy adults.

METHODS

meters with disposable mouthpiece was given to
the subject. They were instructed to stand erect and
hold the instrument in horizontal position in such a
way that the hand did not obstruct the movement
of the pointer. The pointer was kept at the lower
most level. The nostrils were clipped with nose
clipper. They were trained to take a deep breath,
put the mouthpiece of the peak flow meter inside
the mouth and exhale forcefully. Each time three
readings at intervals of approximately 10 seconds
each was made. Subjects were asked to record
PEF five times a day: on waking, between 9 and
11 am, between 2 and 4 pm, between 6 and 8 pm
and at bedtime. The subjects were instructed to
record the PEFR readings in the chart provided to
them. The best of three PEFR readings in a given
time was taken for analysis. Each time the subject
returned the instrument, the mouth piece of peak
flow meter was disinfected by immersing it in 10
% glutaraldehyde solution for 2 hours and cleaned
properly before giving it to next subject.8
The data was entered and analyzed using the IBM
SPSS Statistics Software version 22.0. The pattern
of peak expiratory flow (PEF) variability for each
subject was noted and the mean and standard
deviation of PEF was calculated. Diurnal variation
for individual subject was calculated by using
amplitude percent mean (A%M) and standard
deviation percent mean (SD%M), as per the
following formulae.
Highest PEFR of the day-Lowest PEFR of the day
X100
Mean PEFR of the day

This was a cross sectional study conducted on
74 apparently healthy employees of Kathmandu
Medical College Public Limited, Duwakot, Bhaktapur
between March 2020 to August 2020. The ethical
approval for the study was taken from Institutional
Review Committee of Kathmandu Medical College
Teaching Hospital, Sinamangal. The subjects were
selected randomly among employees from the age
group of 30-45 years. The nature of the study was
explained to the participants and informed written
consent was taken for the study. A detailed history
and clinical examination was performed to rule
out any obvious cardio-pulmonary compromise.
The sociodemographic informations such as age,
gender, smoking and drinking habits were noted.
Subjects with history of smoking, chest and spinal
deformity, personal/family history of asthma,
chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases were
excluded from the study.

A%M=

The subjects height in centimeter and weight
in kilogram was recorded and BMI (kg/m2) was
calculated. The PEFR (L/min) was measured with
Mini Wright’s peak flow meter (Ferraris Pocket
peak flow meter). The subjects were trained for
measuring their own PEFR in L/min. A previous
study suggested that self-recording is reliable
to obtain a good reference data.7 The peak flow

The mean PEFR values were lowest in the morning
and showed progressive rise throughout the day in
both males and females. The highest mean PEFR
value observed was 557.50 ± 50.41 in males and
438.10 ± 22.00 in females in evening at 5-6 pm.
The mean PEFR values were statistically significant
at different time period in both males and females
(p<0.001) (Table 2).
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SD%M=

Standard deviation of PEFR of the day
X100
Mean PEFR of the day

The mean PEFR values at different time points were
analyzed by one way analysis of variance (ANOVA).
The mean values of A%M and SD%M of peak flow
variability were compared in males and females by
student’s unpaired t test. A p≤0.05 was considered
statistically significant.

RESULTS
A total of 74 participants were included in the
study in which female participants were 42 (56.75
%) and male participants were 32 (43.24%). The
anthropometric data of study population is shown
in Table 1.
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Table 1. Demographic characteristics of the study
population
Variable
Age (years)
Height (m)
Weight (kg)
BMI (kg/m2)

Table 3. Diurnal variation of PEFR expressed as
A%M and SD%M in males and females

Gender
Males (n=32)

Females (n=42)

38.16±4.10
1.69±0.10
65.31±6.97
22.99±3.66

38.79±4.45
1.58±0.09
59.98±6.77
24.17±3.78

Variable
A%M
SD%M

The mean diurnal variation of PEFR calculated as
amplitude percent mean (A%M) and standard
deviation percent mean (SD%M) were significantly
higher in females than in males (Table 3).

DISCUSSION
In the present study, we observed lowest value of
PEFR in the early morning followed by a progressive
rise throughout the day. The value of PEFR was
highest in the evening and again slight fall in the
bedtime. This diurnal variation was significantly
observed in both males and females. These findings
are in accordance with the studies done by Asfaq
et al4, Jena et al9 and Aggarwal et al.10 Similar
characteristics pattern of diurnal variation is also
observed in asthmatic patients with a low peak
expiratory flow rate early in the morning followed
by increased value during the day.11
The biological clock which is responsible for this
diurnal variation has not been identified.12 However,
Singh V et al suggested that long term periodic
exposure to air pollutants can lead to increased
PEFR variability in healthy subjects.13 It is suggested
that if the sleep pattern changes, it takes about
2-3 days to adjust to the diurnal rhythm. After the
adjustment the highest PEFR value is observed
around the midpoint of the awake period.14
The diurnal variability in the present study was
calculated and expressed as amplitude mean
percent (A%M) and standard deviation percent
(SD%M). Higgins et al concluded that A%M and
SD%M provide the best means of expressing
PEF variability for epidemiological purposes.15 In
the present study the value of A%M and SD%M
are higher than the studies done by Goyal et al
(7.55 ± 4.1 and 2.79 ± 1.42)16 and Aggarwal et al

Gender
Males (n=32) Females (n=42)
16.07±2.61
6.77±1.39

19.60±5.04
8.06±2.15

p-value
0.001
0.004

(7.23 ± 3.48 and 2.98 ± 1.31)10 respectively. These
differences in the diurnal variation of PEFR may
be due to alterations in the sample size, timing
of measurement and/or age groups. Our findings
indicated that there was a significant difference in
diurnal variation of PEF between the two sexes with
A%M and SD%M being higher in females. Similar
findings of higher A%M in females was observed
in study done by Jena SK et al9 and Higgins BG
et al.17 Whereas studies done by Thaman et al18
Aggarwal et al10 reported that there is no difference
in the diurnal variation of PEFR between males and
females.
Ideally, PEFR measurements should be taken
frequently during the 24 hour period to show the
reliable diurnal variability.19 In the present study we
have taken PEFR readings five times a day so as to
assess the diurnal variation. It has been suggested
that at least four readings per day which is evenly
spaced during the waking hours should be done to
obtain a reliable value of peak expiratory flow rate
diurnal variation.14
There are some limitations of the study. Firstly, the
sample size was relatively small and included only
adults of single organization. We could have got
better reference range if large sample was included.
Secondly, we did not study PEFR in asthmatics
patients which would have helped in comparing
the differences of diurnal variation in healthy and
diseased subjects. Thirdly, the values of PEFR is
effort-dependent which may have resulted in intrasubject variability.

CONCLUSION
The study concludes that there is significant
diurnal variation of PEFR in males and females.
This provides the baseline reference data of diurnal
variation of PEFR in healthy adults in our settings.

Table 2. Mean PEFR values at different time intervals in males and females
Gender

Peak expiratory flow rate (L/min)
On waking

Between
9 and 11 am

Between
2 and 4 pm

Between
6 and 8 pm

At bedtime

p-value

Male (n=32)

478.75±45.91

503.13±50.95

531.88±43.95

557.50±50.41

486.88±46.38

<0.001

Female (n=42)

362.86±20.51

391.19±20.26

415.7±20.97

438.10±22.00

373.10±18.00
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